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Over the years MTA Marketing Ltd

have been involved in a number of

successful campaigns with blue

chip organisations. These range

anywhere from sales driven

projects to customer service based

solutions for third party businesses.

 

We pool our expertise to help

businesses grow their workforce to

see new heights. At MTA Marketing

we love new challenges! We

understand the goals you are

looking to achieve, set a logical

strategy & deliver results.

 

Our diverse culture and versatility

allows us to move forward with the

times. 

Over the years we have managed

to help campaigns in a wide range

of sectors. Moreover, the

recruitment arm of our business

specialises in recruitment of

healthcare staff & call centre

services to the healthcare sector.

We have over 1250+ DBS checked

staff on our books. Unfortunately

due to the COVID-19 pandemic the

vast majority of them have been

furloughed or made redundant.

 

MTA Marketing has grown it's

staffing force and trained them to

be able to understand the

healthcare sector so that we can

provide a seamless extension to

your teams. We are able to

delegate a team of strong talent

who have the right skill set to

compliment the campaign at

hand.
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WHO  WE  ARE



In such a demanding industry, it is

so important to continuously

innovate outside the box. This is

why technology is at the forefront

of our strategy.

 

Over the last 12 years we have

adapted to the times in ensuring

we are known as industry leaders

for outsourced call centre

solutions.

 

We offer support to various

business sectors but more

importantly health care sectors.

One of our most popular

campaigns revolves around private

health care research. This involves

our trained agents using our GDPR

compliant systems contact local

residents on behalf of GP practices

to arrange annual

apppointments/check ups.

Healthcare Research

Appointment

Booking

Healthcare Surveys

GP Vaccine Checks

Residential Dental

Checks

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUR  SERVICES
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OUR  CLIENTS

Our clients range from local clinics, dentists & NHS Trusts. Our

breakdown of clients over the years are below; 
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GP Practices 

Dental Practices 

Medical Sales 

Other 



INFASTRUCTURE

We have over 1250+ staff within our workforce whom all support

the campaigns above retrospectively. The trained call handlers are

monitored by our experienced management team who measure

call flow metrics to constantly improve our fluidity. Predominantly

our staff are trained to aid healthcare organisations.

 

We can contact via a secured dedicated IVR system which allows

us to make calls, safely secure messages & record calls. Furthermore

we can handle incoming and outgoing email correspondance in

relation to the campaign.
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The GDPR compliant dialler systems

we have in situe are an effective tool

which maximises results. Year on year

our efficiency as a business has been

impoving by 38% on average.

 

Our UK based offices are fully staffed 

and equipped with the capacity to hit

the ground running with large national

campaigns. In addition, we have access

to offshore teams for proactive support.

This also works as an effective

contingecy so no clients ever face any

downtime.



Since our call handlers represent both our

clients business and ours, we ensure that the

quality of staff we employ matches your

expectations as well. 

 

All our call handlers are empathetic, dedicated

and professional when representing our clients.

They start by going through a rigorous training

programme that brings them up to our

accredited standards and also incorporates the

specific instruction we receive from clients.
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TRAINING

Inbound/Outbound Calls

Appointment Booking

Data Entry

Customer Service

Quality call handling is our specialism and every

call is recorded/monitored to maintain

consistent high levels of quality. Our training

programmes ensure our DBS checked staff are

ready to support inbound calls, outbound calls,

customer service, data entry, appointment

booking, new enquiries, call filtration & more.

 

Our trained staff coupled with our switchboard

technology ensures that no calls are dropped

and the call waiting time is at a bare minimal.



Our state of the art technology allows us to remain at the forefront

of call centre service delivery. This improves our efficiency,

productivity as well as capacity to handle multi dimensional

campaigns.

 

MTA Marketing Ltd have an in house mobile application which

enhances the impact of our service. Our API feeds effectively report

real-time metrics directly to our clients.

 

Within our organisation we have a dedicated team who solely focus

on the digital advancement of our processes. This allows us to

provide transparency and strenghthen our clients with tools to

overcome obstacles.

 

As our operational systems are cloud based, we are able to

adapt to real-time situations. It is because of this, which

is why our teams are still able to operate remotely

during this COVID-19 crisis.

 

Now the big worry for clients is surrounding

security of the interface which is actually

one of our strengths as an organisation. We,

as a business have invested in secure digital

protective technology to prevent data 

breaches.
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TECHNOLOGY



What makes us really stand out from any other outsourced call

centre is our sister company - www.healthcarerecruits.co.uk

 

We have a relative company which supplies staff to local

authorities, NHS Trusts & private organisations. This has been

paramount in our success.  
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RECRUITMENT

NHS
40%

Private Hospitals
15%

Doctor's Clinics
15%

Care Homes
10%

Pharma
10%

Dental Practices
10%

One of the great benefits is

that we are able to use our

resources to advertise,

recruit and vet staff within

a short turnaround time.

 

Many of our contracts from

supply chains, whom HCR

supply staff to, have

utilised MTA Marketing Ltd

to assist in outsourced call

handling services.

http://www.healthcarerecruits.co.uk/


SERVICE  LEVEL

AGREEMENTS

We are confident in our service. In fact, we are that confident that

we set service level agreements in place. 

 

These include; minimal call waiting times, high retention rates,

reduced number of dropped calls & an increased customer

satisfaction rate.

 

These are set out at the start of the campaign and monitored on a

regular basis.
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GDPR

MTA Marketing are GDPR compliant in our operations. Our

registered data controller regularly overlooks that all processes are

safe & compliant in accordance to the legislation.

 

Our technology uses the highest levels of security to ensure a safe

process throughout our campaigns. Along with this, the

importance and adherence of compliance is a major training

module within our staff employee program.
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COMPLIANCE

Our systems, processes and staff operate in coherence to the

guideiines set by the GDPR. Our dedicated compliance team spot

check all elements to ensure we have no data breaches. 

 

Our staff are examined on an internal assessments surrounding the

background advice provided by governing bodies. We ensure your

business is in safe professional hands as we understand the

importance around compliance.
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TESTIMONIALS

"Great bunch who have a friendly attitude at a
professional level." - A, Smith, MD, Private
Hospital. 
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"We have been working MTA for over a year now,
it allowed us to expand our business overnight." -
J, Cambell, Sales Director, Medical Sales
Company.

"I would recommend based on their speedy
processes." - H, Khan, Operations Manager,
Telecommunications Agency

"They are a great addition to our department" -
London Borough of Bromley



GET

STARTED

If you are interested in working with MTA Marketing you can

contact us using the information below - 

 

 

Contact Number: 0333 443 9871

 

E-Mail Address: info@mtamarketing.co.uk

 

Website: www.mtamarketing.co.uk
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Every campaign is different, but we have all the tools required
for any campaign. 

We listen and understand your requirements as a client then offer a

tailor solution as your outsourcing partner. As we have experience

working in a multitude of campaigns, we have all the elements

necessary to make your goals achievable.

 

Our staff are ready to hit the ground running for you to take your

campaign to new heights.

mailto://info@mtamarketing.co.uk
http://www.mtamarketing.co.uk/

